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About This Game

Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!

Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen

cards, and more!

Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.

Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.

Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.

5 beautiful scenes to build.

50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!

Choose between several delightful card designs.
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Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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SHOULD REALLY MAKE A BETTER ENGINE FOR THIS.. Best game ever. Commandos series=must have games!. Took
way too long to review this cosmetic pack. Some of my favorite designs are in this one and I'm really glad I could support Klei
once again. Will be buying any DLC they decide to push out, and I'm glad they're always dropping new content and designs for,
at this point, an old game.

Product came as expected and promised.. Fantastic action arcade game. Chickens, bikers, chicken bikers.. It's very enjoyable
and I look forward to updating this review upon completion of recording,

Awesome devs too.. Let me relive the good old days. Almost triggered PTSD from the Great Trench Run of 1986. 10/10. This
game is pretty fun, plan on playing more after this review (.2 hours), but DEFINATELY they should look to make it online
multiplayer.. Great game. Good expansion well worth the money to help support fun and interesting titles.. Very Good loco to
have if you don't buy anthing, you must get this. Plus in the sale evan better.
Preforms well. Good control.
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This game is one of the best Mx games i have played and that just shows that milsestone are starting to put really much effort in
to their games. the new compound are just amazing with the Enduro tracks and mx tracks.
you do not need to have such high spec pc that they say you need, i thought that i would have to little Ram but i have no
problems with frame drops or anything and i play on Ultra graphics with everything maxed out.

Specs:
Intel i5 7600K , 3.8GHz
GTX 1050TI Strix
8 GB RAM

so overall a good game with great physics and the bikes are starting to behave more and more like they do in real life, and i just
love that 2 Strokes are back in the game.. needs pole dancers some skin.. Good game for time-killer ^^
Like other state it's better on the go

The elements have non-sense and sensible combination ^^. makes me peepee wet. First off, I bought Netherfield during a sale,
so I only paid \u00a35.99. This is a brilliant route, the end.

 O.K. this comes fixed in the steam era 8F 4F O4 & B1 are included and rather nice if a bit basic (I think DTG call them
"CLASSIC"). However I am a diesel man so why would I waste my time with a steam route??, because this British Railways in
its modernisation period. 1st Generation diesels fit right in here. Class 25, 37,40,50,55 all feel right at home here in green or
blue. Class 101,105,111 D.M.U.s....bring them on. As for the yards 03s 04s 08s and all those 4w wagons to push about, heavan.
The track layout and signalling would have remained unchanged right upto the 1970's,(well in general, I don't know about
Nottingham area in particular). The only trackside elements which would have gone would be water cranes and coaling stages.
Some uncharitable people have commented that tthis route has been created using stock assests and that anyone could have
made it. Well two things here, 1.Go for it.....there is about two years work for one person here, don't they deserve a reward for
there time and effort? 2.It shows what a versatile game TS20xx is and what is achevable within the route editor.

. I think I know what the burden is - it is being woke.

The story is... dumb? I get it that you choose a part-time job, but twice? First time I did it I thought the game was broken and I
restarted. You're a mage - that works THREE extra part-time jobs for a living. Is this supposed to be some sort of social
commentary on modern economic issues? But why would literal village idiots have their one mage (in a world where
bloodthirsty, malicious demons lurk) work three part time jobs (like clerking, being a guard or a farmhand) waste their time like
this, instead, I don't know, learning magic to defend against demons?

The bully posse plot is borderline \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. For a strong, independent black
woman with a mohawk, the vice-captain of the guard is surprisingly incompetent if they allow three bullies to terrorize a single
villager every day of their life. This is a village, right? Everybody sees this, and no-one reacts. Just have the mayor resign and
just kneel before three bullies, while having actual guardsmen answering to him.

And boy, is the game woke. Strong black female warrior with a mohawk, check. Shy black healer boy who you can gay
romance, check. Mysterious and cool bald dark skinned female demon hunter who apparently knows more about magic than
you, the mage (maybe because you are forced to work three jobs that have nothing to do with magic, right?), check. Portly
women beating a woman who beat a man in arms wrestling. Strong and powerful female demons who you can strangely
sympathize with despite them being maniacal murderous torturers, check.

What a wonderful, small microcosm where all the races live in harmony yet they somehow allow a bully to torment a man for
years in broad daylight. So absolutely believable. Bonus points for strangely modern use of strong language which adds to the
perfectly reproduced medieval fantasy experience. Bonus points for the "fabulous" demon huntress who leaves fake sinister
messages in demon language, drenched in blood to, I kid you not, literally troll people. This despite her never really SEEN A
DEMON in all her years of career.

Oh, and don't even think it's any sort of a complete story. It's not. It ends on one of the worst cliffhangers I've ever seen, all the
while resolving... nothing. I didn't see my character grow at all. Sure, I gained some stats here and there, but there is no
difference in the position and achievement whatsoever.
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Think I was too harsh in my review? Well, one of the skills you can hone in this game is Sarcasm. Let's say this is a continuation
of the player experience.

Edit: The best written character is a CAT. No, it's not a magical animal. It's a normal, old cat you can pet and interact with.
Since I am a cat person and I have one, I enjoyed the little cute fluffy critter immensely. Spoiler:  It cruelly dies at the end and
you can do absolutely nothing to prevent it. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..

Edit 2: The more I think about this game, having played it through, the more I dislike it. There is no plot, characters are
extremely shallow and one-dimensional, the entire situation is unbelievable, the game is not complete on its own, choices feel
irrelevant, character growth feels irrelevant, the stats are all over the place which indicates buildup to something that doesn't
really happen. Avoid.. Clean visual design, good controls, dynamic levels. Campaign with bosses and score attack modes. Good
TSS.. Im always in the search of realistc high end graphics mordern military warfare Real Time Strategy (RTS) games and
hybrids.Its one of those games.My rating 9/10. R.I.P My Shift 10/10. Epic bought Psyonix. Don't listen to what your friends tell
you. The game is fun now, but will become boring and tiring with EPIC's lack of care for the games under their wing. Spend
your 20$ on something more worthwhile.
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